Assessing the implementation process and outcomes of newly introduced assistant roles: a qualitative study to examine the utility of the Calderdale Framework as an appraisal tool
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Abstract: Internationally, the health workforce has undergone rapid transformation to help meet growing staffing demands and population requirements. Several tools have been developed to support workforce change processes. The Calderdale Framework (CF) is one such tool designed to facilitate competency-based training by engaging team members in a seven step process involving awareness raising, service and task analysis, competency identification, establishing support systems, training, and sustaining. This paper explores the utility of the CF as an appraisal tool to assess whether adherence to the tool influences outcomes. The CF was applied retrospectively to three complete evaluations of allied health assistant role introduction: a new podiatry assistant role (Australia), speech pathology assistant (Australia), and occupational therapy assistant practitioner role (UK). Adherence to the CF was associated with more effective and efficient use of the role, role flexibility and career development opportunities for assistants, and role sustainability. Services are less likely to succeed in their workforce change process if they fail to plan for and use a structured approach to change, assign targeted leadership, undertake staff engagement and consultation, and perform an initial service analysis. The CF provides a clear template for appraising the implementation of new roles and highlights the potential consequences of not adhering to particular steps in the implementation process.
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Background

The aging population and increasing rates of long-term chronic illness are placing pressures on the health workforce internationally.1 One of the implications of this change is an upward pressure on health care providers to focus on the more specialized areas of their job while delegating the less skilled components to other staff.2,3 There is increasing research into the roles of allied health assistants, and evidence suggesting that they can positively influence patient outcomes.4-6 The assumptions underpinning the introduction of new roles are often implicit. However, the motivation for introducing new workers is driven by a desire to increase health care accessibility, quality, effectiveness, and efficiency.7 The way the roles are implemented is an important interim step in the achievement of these outcomes.

The goal of the implementation process could be expressed as “optimizing the impact and sustainability of the implementation of an allied health assistant in the delivery of patient-centered care.”8 The impact of the new roles includes increased
service capacity, the ability to provide more direct care, more quality improvement activities, increased time for staff development activities, improved continuity of care within services, ultimately more flexibility within the workforce, and more and better client-centered care.\textsuperscript{7–10}

The relationship between the process of implementation and the impact of the new roles is illustrated by the following:

- The number and type of practitioners with whom the assistant works tends to dictate the nature and roles of the assistant’s duties. Assistants who have more input from different types of workers have broader roles;\textsuperscript{11,12}
- Ambiguity around the roles of the delegating practitioner and support worker leads to variations and inefficiency in delegation practice and tasks assigned to assistants.\textsuperscript{13,14}
- The extent to which delegating staff have control over the access and content of training influences the roles of assistants by shaping the scope of the role and the willingness of the delegating staff to delegate;\textsuperscript{15–17}
- The types of duties delegated to assistants are associated with greater opportunities for career advancement for the delegating staff; and
- The heterogeneity in the nature and types of roles performed by assistants limits the transferability of the assistant’s skills and their employment opportunities.\textsuperscript{18}

- An important component of introducing new assistant roles is the decision process surrounding role division and task delegation. The delegation of tasks to support workers is a complex and multifaceted process which depends on a number of factors including the supervisor’s personal assessment of the assistant’s experience and competence and the level of trust developed with the assistant.\textsuperscript{16,19–24}

The supervisor’s confidence, level of experience, and clarity in their own role,\textsuperscript{15,25–30} or indeed by pragmatic, convenience-driven decisions such as who was available to respond to the particular patient need.\textsuperscript{31}

There is also evidence that qualified professionals find it difficult to delegate tasks to assistants due to their sense of “professional accountability.”\textsuperscript{29,32–35} Storey suggests that this concern is, in part, attributable to the fact that support workers in health care are not subject to professional registration and are therefore not professionally accountable in the same way that registered or accredited disciplines are held to account.\textsuperscript{34}

Despite the complexity of the process of introducing new roles, there are only a handful of resources available to assist in efficient planning and implementation of new roles.\textsuperscript{36,37} and few that have undergone any formal evaluation.\textsuperscript{38} Consequently many new roles are introduced without the use of evidence-based, formal change management resources. A systematic review of instruments developed to facilitate workforce change and their use in practice in the UK identified 22 different instruments.\textsuperscript{39} The review analyzed each tool’s development, use, and evidence of evaluation of their impact on workforce change. Few of the instruments had any published applications and none were formally validated. One tool that had been published in peer-reviewed literature and widely utilized in the implementation of new assistant roles is the Calderdale Framework (CF).\textsuperscript{39}

The CF has been deployed widely in the UK and is being used in several sites in Australia to introduce new models of care. The CF emerged from a need to provide a more standardized approach to develop the role and grading of physiotherapy assistants.\textsuperscript{40} This later emerged into a delegation framework based on an understanding of the risks of delegating tasks. Given the widespread application of the CF in the introduction of assistant roles in the UK and Australia, it was the most appropriate tool to use in the current study.

The CF provides a framework specifically for the planning and implementation of assistant roles and interprofessional skill sharing in health and social care settings. The CF facilitates the development of competency-based training and new ways of working for support or assistant staff and their supervising practitioners by engaging team members in a seven step process. It provides a structured approach to empower staff to take ownership of workforce change processes that enable workforce shifts. The seven steps are: (1) awareness raising, (2) service analysis, (3) task analysis, (4) competency identification, (5) supporting systems, (6) training, and (7) sustaining.\textsuperscript{39} Furthermore, the CF has been shown to positively affect productivity, risk management, service planning, and staff satisfaction when new assistant roles are introduced.\textsuperscript{40} The CF is designed to be delivered by facilitators trained specifically in the approach. It provides a structured way of empowering staff to take ownership of workforce change processes.

Given the myriad of factors involved in the implementation of new roles and the impact these may have on the final success of the workforce change, this research explores the CF as a tool to appraise the implementation process and outcomes of newly introduced assistant roles in Australia and the UK, where no formal workforce development approaches were utilized. At the time of publication, no other tool was being utilized routinely in allied health assistant workforce
change in Australia, and there are no published accounts of similar studies.

For the purpose of this paper, an assistant practitioner is a worker who competently delivers health and/or social care to and for people. They have a required level of knowledge and skill beyond that of the traditional healthcare assistant or support worker. The assistant practitioner would be able to deliver elements of health and social care and undertake clinical work in domains that have previously only been within the remit of registered professionals. The assistant practitioner may transcend professional boundaries.\(^{41}\)

**Methods**

This study involved the secondary analysis of three completed evaluations of approaches used to develop assistant roles\(^{1}\) in community health settings (Table 1). The three projects were selected on the basis that they each evaluated the implementation processes, demonstrated different levels of success, and have detailed written reports available. None had used an explicit workforce change tool in the implementation of the new role. The evaluations reflect the experience of the introduction of assistants in three disciplines: podiatry, speech pathology, and occupational therapy in Australia and the UK. This provides a diversity of professional applications and international insights for comparison and assessment of the CF as a tool to appraise other approaches to implementing new roles.

An analytical template was developed by dividing the CF into the seven stages with the key components of each stage as subheadings.\(^{39}\) These were entered into an Excel\(^{8}\) spreadsheet (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA). This template formed a framework to theme and extract the data from the three projects, akin to Ritchie and Spencer’s framework approach.\(^{42}\) Explanatory data were then extracted from each of the evaluations to explore the effect of adhering to (or not) each of the domains of the CF. The findings were independently reviewed and verified by a CF trained practitioner (AP). Success was defined in terms of outcomes identified by participants in each study.

Ethics approval was not sought as this research reports the secondary analysis of existing data that had prior ethical approval. Only deidentified data were used for the analyses.

**Results**

Table 2 outlines the key stages of the CF, and summarizes the extent to which each level of the CF was completed by each new role project. Figure 1 complements Table 2 in outlining the participant identified outcomes for the three new roles. The results are presented descriptively according to the CF.
Table 2 Population of the Calderdale Framework using new role data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calderdale Framework</th>
<th>Role implemented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Awareness raising → staff engagement</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Managers and clinical staff engaged with processes</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Whole team/service aware of and educated in the implementation process</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 A clear leader/clear leadership (“champion”) with skills to lead and facilitate the implementation process and “project manage”</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.4 Leader is supported by a project lead and others undertaking similar workforce change projects</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Service analysis → potential to change</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 Frontline clinical staff identify and clarify the purpose of their service and all the functions that are carried out in order to deliver this service</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Functions are broken into tasks and these are matched to patient needs</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Task analysis → risk management</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1 Open discussion with clinicians regarding suitability of tasks for delegation, identifying what and where risks will occur if delegating a given task (using the Calderdale Framework decision table and risk rating scale), and also how much training would be needed for each task</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Competency generation → quality</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Tasks accepted as suitable to delegate are written into a “competency” format, which sets out the performance criteria of the task</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 Clinicians agree on how task is to be performed, embedding best practice</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Supporting systems → governance (is the workplace able to manage the new roles?)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1 Ensuring clinical supervision processes are in place</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.2 Ensuring reflective practice is encouraged for all staff (including assistants)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.3 Ensuring personal development review processes are in place</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.4 Ensuring communication channels are clear and robust</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Training → staff development</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1 Training developed for both qualified and support staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2 Support staff trained in competencies, each comprising a knowledge-based element and a practical element</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.3 Support staff also trained so they understood what feedback to give, when and how to give it, and when a task should be halted</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.4 Competence assessed prior to performing on a patient</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5 Training in core competencies first. Once competent, then more specific competencies are introduced</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6 Qualified staff were trained so all understood how the competencies were derived and what the support staff were competent to perform</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Sustaining → embedding and monitoring</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.1 Resulting “framework” embedded into local induction and personal development review for new members of staff</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.2 Audit plan developed to monitor outcomes and use of competencies</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 0, criterion was not met at all; 1, criterion was only partly met (where only part of the stage/process has been completed. For example, only a selection of staff were consulted with and engaged in the implementation process for the podiatry assistant role, champions were not identified, and project planning was not formally deployed); 2, criterion was fully met.

Abbreviations: OTAP, occupational therapy assistant practitioner; PA, podiatry assistant; SPA, speech pathology assistant.

headings, then in terms of the relationship between adherence to the CF and the outcomes for each of the projects.

Awareness raising

Stage one of the CF (awareness raising) incorporates the need for staff engagement, consultation, and leadership. This stage also specifies the need for a clear strategy to be determined, documented, championed, and shared with all stakeholders, even those external to the immediate clinical setting where the role will be introduced. The timeliness of engaging stakeholders was identified as an important element for successful implementation of this stage.

The podiatry assistant (PA) project, for example, did not systematically plan or formalize the steps taken in the implementation of the role. This compromised the sustainability of the program. The development of the role was extremely time intensive, requiring large amounts of podiatrist time to deliver education, supervision, and training. The impact of not systematizing the implementation was that there was no track record or paper trail of the key contextual elements required for replication or expansion of the new role, other than the competencies and scope of practice policies that were developed. This lack of project sustainability was clearly identified in the CF by the inability to populate information
against any elements contained in CF stage seven (sustaining, embedding, and monitoring).

In contrast, the speech pathology assistant (SPA) project incorporated all elements required in stage one, resulting in joint learning and joint ownership of the process and of development of the role. By the time the new role was introduced, team members were ready for the new post and had clear expectations of the trainee.

The lack of whole team awareness of and engagement in the implementation of the occupational therapy assistant practitioner (OTAP) role created ambiguities in the role interface between the assistant practitioners and the qualified therapists. This negatively affected the implementation process, the efficient use of the role, and the satisfaction of the assistant staff.

Service analysis
Service analysis plays a crucial role in determining the success of the remaining five stages. None of the teams fully met this criterion. The lack of a service analysis made it difficult for services to accurately identify service functions and break them down into their constituent tasks. As a consequence, services were unable to then objectively identify suitable tasks for delegation through staff consensus (stage three), develop competencies (stage four), identify and embed supervision and support systems and professional development opportunities (stage five), provide training (stage six), and finally to enable future development of the role (stage seven).

Task analysis
Task analysis involves discussions with the clinicians around the suitability of tasks for delegation, the risks of delegating those tasks, and the training required. An effective task analysis is dependent on having appropriate staff engagement (stage one), and an understanding of the service requirements (stage two).

The interdependence of these stages is subtly demonstrated in the PA project. For example, flexibility is built into the CF by facilitating objective, consensus-based decisions around the choice of tasks to be delegated (stage three), and construction of competencies (stage four). However, these stages were only partially completed in the PA project, resulting in little flexibility of the PA role. The assistant’s role was very tightly prescribed and the evaluation showed that the benefits of working within a clearly defined scope of practice, such as having confidence in the new role, were offset by the reduced flexibility of the role to fill gaps in service delivery. The rigid scope of practice also limited the opportunities for expansion and career progression of the role. This was compounded by the fact that the key components of stage five (supporting systems) were only partially undertaken. Supporting systems appear to be crucial in gaining staff and organizational ownership to actively implement governance systems to make the new roles safe for patients and acceptable to staff.

In contrast, the lack of formal task analysis meant that there was little clarity around the scope of practice
for the new OTAP role leading to ambiguous role boundaries. This was because staff were not engaged (stage one) in a comprehensive service analysis to identify the exact functions of the service (stage two) combined with a lack of “in-house” competency development (stage four).

Competency generation
All three new role projects resulted in the development of new competencies; however, these were achieved in different ways. The SPA project developed competencies through a task analysis, and in consultation with the supervising practitioners.

The OTAP project relied on the development and delivery of some of the competency training by an external agency, which was not specifically tailored for the needs of the service or the role.

Supporting systems
The supporting systems involve the development of formal supervision, reflective practice, personal development review processes, and ensuring clear communication channels. The SPA project established clear formal and informal supervision networks for all staff who worked with the SPA. This provided valuable support for the implementation of the role for staff at all levels. Risks and responsibilities were clearly understood and defined. As a result, supervising staff were confident to delegate tasks with the understanding that they were responsible for the outcome.

The extent of the supervision and support structures were less well formalized in the OTAP and PA projects. In the OTAP project, there was some confusion as to the lines of responsibility and accountability of the OTAP. This meant that staff were unsure of who bore the risks for delegation, reducing the likelihood of appropriate delegation of roles. The PA project used established supervision protocols; however, they were less formalized and embedded in practice than the SPA project. There was little ambiguity around the scope of practice, however. In all cases, the assistant practitioners were confident in their own boundaries and limits and were comfortable accessing appropriate support or supervision when required.

Training
All projects provided training using a blend of in-house training with externally provided formal training. The services developing the SPA and PA roles worked closely with a local training organization to develop bespoke training which would meet the needs of the local context. In contrast, the OTAP training was provided by an external organization which provided generic health care skills that were largely deemed to be inappropriate for the OTAP role.

The level of involvement of the supervising staff in the development of the training and competencies was key to their appropriate delegation to the assistants (Table 2), but only occurred fully with the SPA.

The type of assistant tasks influenced the development and implementation of competencies. Where the SPA and PA roles were more “task”-based, the OTAP role included a great deal of “enablement” and focused more around the relationship between the OTAP and the client. This affects stage 6.5, which proposes the serial development of competencies (Table 2).

None of the allied health staff received formal training in the supervision of support staff, although the SPA and PA supervisors were trained to supervise students and they were able to translate this to assistant supervision.

Sustaining
Only the SPA project introduced the assistant role into formal induction procedures and developed a structured plan to audit the approach; however, all projects were formally evaluated. The roles have been continued in all cases and embedded within normal practice.

The relationship between adherence to the CF and outcomes
Broadly, the success of the introduction of the new roles was captured in three key outcomes:

1. The effective and efficient use of the assistant role;
2. Role flexibility and career development opportunities; and
3. The sustainability of the role.

The way CF demonstrates a link between the process of implementation and outcomes is described below and illustrated in Figure 1.

Effective and efficient use of the role
The lack of whole team awareness of and engagement (stage one) in the implementation of the OTAP role combined with a lack of clear clinical leadership for the introduction of the role eventually led to ambiguities in the role interface between the assistant practitioners and the qualified therapists. The ambiguity around the scope of practice for the new OTAP role led to the need for role negotiation between
organizational therapists and OTAPs and perceived role threat among occupational therapists (Table 3). Using the CF to identify how this may have occurred, staff were not engaged (stage one) in a comprehensive service analysis to identify the exact functions of the service (stage two), a comprehensive task analysis was not completed (stage three), and there was a lack of “in-house” competency development (stage four).

Although “appropriate” tasks were identified to allocate to the OTAP, there was a lack of objectivity in decision making leading to ambiguity of scope (stage three). “Competency development” was performed and delivered by an external training organization. A lack of understanding of the content provided by the external training organization, the health service where the new role would be implemented, and staff (stage six) resulted in distrust between the supervising practitioners and OTAPs because the qualified staff were not aware of the content of training the assistants received (stage seven). Consequently the supervising practitioners judged the competence of the assistant practitioner through “gut feeling” and the relationships they had developed with practitioners rather than through having a clear understanding of the competencies they had developed through training. This ultimately compromised the success of the implementation process in terms of poor levels of sustainability, poor staff satisfaction with the new role, and consequently the inability to realize the role’s full potential (Table 3).

Role flexibility and career development opportunities
Flexibility is built into the CF by facilitating objective, consensus-based decisions around the choice of tasks to be delegated (stage three) and construction of competencies (stage four). The ability to comprehensively undertake these two stages is influenced by the undertaking of service analysis (stage two) whereby clinical staff identify and clarify the purpose of their service and all the functions that are carried out in order to deliver this service. However, these stages were only partially completed in the PA project, resulting in little flexibility of the PA role. The assistant’s role was described as “a lot of the same” and participants identified that the benefits of working within a clearly defined scope of practice, such as having confidence in the new role, were offset by the reduced flexibility of the role to fill gaps in service delivery and limited career progression opportunities of the role.

Limited career progression opportunities were also identified for the SPA. This may be partly due to insufficient investment undertaking stage two service analyses whereby identifying the purpose of the service and the functions carried out to deliver the service can provide an objective view of areas an assistant may be able to operate in, not considered previously.

Sustainability
The importance of codifying practice for the ongoing sustainability of the role was illustrated in the PA project. The PA project did not systematically plan or formalize the steps taken in the implementation of the role (stage one), yet the development of the role was extremely time intensive, requiring large amounts of podiatrist time to deliver education, supervision, and training. The impact of not systematizing the implementation was that there was no track record or paper trail of the key contextual elements required for replication or expansion of the new role other than the competencies and scope of practice policies that were developed. This lack of project sustainability was clearly identified in the CF by the inability to populate information against any elements contained in CF stage seven (sustaining, embedding, and monitoring).

Facilitators for successful implementation of new assistant roles
By mapping the three evaluations to the CF, it was possible to identify explicit enabling features from the three projects that were key to facilitating successful implementation of new assistant roles. As detailed in Table 3, many of these features are embedded within the different stages of the CF. Specific facilitators included:

- Organizational features, such as a recruitment strategy that reflects the needs and attributes of the organization, the workplace, the team, the tasks required of the assistant, and identifying contextual factors that may help or hinder the implementation process;
- Defining key relationships that are required for successful implementation of new roles, for instance with training organizations, professional bodies, and other key stakeholders or services;
- Identifying and securing resources required for the implementation process, such as backfill;
- Matching the overall implementation plan with national, state, local, and professional strategic directions; and
- Identifying key attributes required of the assistant, team, and specific team members such as the change leader and those responsible for training the assistant.
Table 3 Barriers and facilitators to successful implementation of assistant roles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers and facilitators</th>
<th>Stage of CF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational timing</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: incorporates project planning and project management elements around time lines/time frames and key dates for implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall strategy</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: assists staff to plan the change management process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recruitment</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: incorporates project identification of what resources will be required of and provided by the organization to support the implementation process. Stage 6: plans training resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Organizational and team culture</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: facilitates identification of key areas for sustainability e.g. need for negotiation at a higher level for new roles to be created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classification of roles/pay</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: facilitates identification of key areas for sustainability e.g. need for negotiation at a higher level for new roles to be created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resourcing</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: includes identification of facilitators and barriers and also discussion and planning around the targeted grade the new role will be.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attributes</strong></td>
<td>Stages 1, 3 and 4: facilitation of what attributes are required of the assistant. These attributes are then written into role descriptions (stage 1). Every competency requires an understanding of the specific skills and attributes a worker needs to perform their role competently (stage 4).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Of the assistant</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: incorporates engagement of staff, nominating champions and leaders and project planning (such as how to manage staff, how to assess willingness for change, developing a strategy to drive change)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Of the team</strong></td>
<td>Stages 2–6: involvement of staff in these stages helps to identify and reinforce team attributes that will drive change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Skills</strong></td>
<td>Stage 1: includes project planning, which involves identifying trainers. Also awareness raising identifies champions for change. Stage 5: aids planning around supporting systems such as supervisors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall strategic direction, nationally, locally and professionally</strong></td>
<td>Stage 6: Includes training trainers and developing links with training providers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued...
Table 3 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationships</th>
<th>Barriers and facilitators</th>
<th>Stage of CF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training organization</td>
<td>Specialized skills required for podiatry training meant unique requirements that could not easily be met within the training organization resources. A strong, and consultative relationship with the training organization was identified as key to the SPA success. The OTs had minimal understanding of the training organization and the specific training undertaken by the OTAPs.</td>
<td>Stage 1: engagement with all key stakeholders, including the training organization. Links also with identifying contextual facilitators and barriers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other stakeholders/service providers</td>
<td>The enrolled nurses who undertook the role prior to the introduction of the podiatry assistant role were not consulted in the implementation process. IMPACT = &gt; nurses expressed that they felt ‘a bit used’ and were disappointed that they would be ceasing the role</td>
<td>Stage 7 sustaining: links with higher education institutions are encouraged to develop bespoke training packages for individuals and organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

The process of mapping the data from the three projects against the key steps within the seven stages of the CF identified a number of pertinent steps that could impact on the success of the implementation of new roles. These were: planning and use of a structured approach to change, leadership, service analysis, staff engagement, and consultation, particularly in relation to the scope of the new roles.

A key contextual issue that was identified in all of the evaluations, but is not a part of the CF, was the importance of the policy, regulatory, industrial relations, and professional policy environments to facilitate the introduction of the role (Table 3). The national, local, organizational, and professional policy contexts were all supportive of the introduction of the roles, and in most cases dictated the timing of the approaches and the way the roles were introduced. The CF tends to focus at an organizational level; however, the external contexts are important considerations for the feasibility and sustainability of new roles.

The new role projects all identified that project planning and change management are important facilitators of the implementation of new roles. These domains are implicit in all of the seven stages of the CF; however, to ensure that these elements are given the priority that they deserve, the CF could be strengthened by giving them greater emphasis in stage one.

By necessity, the CF is structured around a task-based delegation approach. This approach is difficult to avoid when an established team is developing and introducing a new role based on a framework in which new roles are created by delegating tasks from the existing workforce. However, this creates a situation in which the roles and competencies are very much externally driven and imposed, has the potential to limit career development opportunities of the new worker, and establishes a power and dependency dynamic between the workers. The task-focused, competency-based model also has the effect of creating a “ceiling” around the tasks that can be performed by the assistant rather than allowing an experientially based emergence of the role. The fact that the assistants in all three studies felt confident in the understanding of their own role boundaries should make some allowance for the responsible practice of the assistants within a supporting framework rather than continually reinforcing the traditional hegemonic approach. To a certain extent, these hierarchical structures are also reinforced in existing industrial classifications and professional regulation.41

This application of the CF as a tool to appraise three completed evaluations of the introduction of new roles from the UK and Australia has provided a framework for the systematic comparison of other approaches than the CF used for workforce development. It has also provided evidence of the effectiveness of the CF as a workforce planning and development tool, with clear consequences for those aspects of the CF that are not met.

This research demonstrates that the CF is a valuable tool for both directing workforce change and evaluating the effectiveness of implementation using other tools. As such, it can be applied prospectively to assist services to plan their implementation strategy and it can be applied retrospectively to “diagnose” the elements or areas that may have affected the outcome(s) of the implementation of a new role using other workforce development tools.

Key to successful implementation of new roles is the use of and identification of a framework prior to starting the process. Other examples have been developed recently, such as the guidelines from Alfred Health to introducing new allied health assistant roles,36 which embeds several of the principles included in the CF using a change management
framework as the organizing structure of the tool. Another comprehensive resource for the introduction of assistant practitioner roles is the East Midlands Assistant Practitioner Toolkit.\(^7\)

As well as embedding key workforce change elements (leadership, planning, service analysis, and engagement), this evaluation identified further, more discreet, elements that the CF contains that can influence the success of new role implementation, in particular where assistants are concerned. These included a targeted recruitment strategy, adequate and appropriate resourcing, relationships with the training organization, the need to engage stakeholders in identifying context specific facilitators and barriers to successful implementation, objective and consensus-based decision making on the scope of new roles, and robust governance arrangements to make new roles safe.

**Limitations of the study**

The retrospective application of the CF as a diagnostic tool to existing evaluations presents some risks. The study was dependent on the evaluations containing sufficient documentation to be able to “test” the application of the CF when it was not used as the guiding structure for the implementations. It is possible that the omissions reported are omissions in reporting the evaluations rather than omissions in the way the new role was implemented. Limiting the study to only three evaluations may mean that other items might have been identified if a broader sample had been used. However, the combination of the analytical approach and diversity between the cases has provided a basis for preliminary examination of the CF as a diagnostic tool for retrospectively evaluating workforce change. Additionally, applying the CF retrospectively enabled the consequences of not using a structured tool in the implementation process to be determined. Finally, this study has only examined the application of the CF to assistant and assistant practitioner roles. It is likely that the same principles would apply within any delegation framework; however, this remains to be tested within other studies.

**Conclusion**

The retrospective application of the CF as a diagnostic tool to assess a series of workforce change evaluations has demonstrated the value of applying a structured tool in the implementation of workforce change, and the outputs of that change. From this perspective, the CF is a valuable tool for the development and implementation of new assistant practitioner roles. The CF is being applied increasingly in different contexts internationally. This type of workforce change tool is in its infancy, and there are limited accounts of this, or similar tools available in the literature. There is a need for further published accounts of applications of the tool to promote an improved understanding of the mechanisms for successful workforce change and the relationships between the processes involved.
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